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Opening of the Werkleitz Festival 2015 .move ON on Friday, 9 October 1015 at 6:30 pm and
Invitation to a Media Discussion at 12 pm
This year’s Werkleitz Festival .move ON will open this Friday, 9 October, at 6:30 pm at the Festival
Center at Leipziger Straße 61–62 in Halle. Rainer Robra (Minister of State of Sachsen-Anhalt), Marie
Gervais-Vidricaire (Canadian Ambassador), David Ritchie (Australian Ambassador) and Claude Trudelle
(General Delegate of the Representative of the Government of Québec) will speak at the opening
ceremony.
After an introduction by the artistic director, the exhibition will be opened to the public at 8 pm. Works
by a total of 16 artists and collectives who use experimental, user-oriented and theoretical approaches
to examine contemporary and historical technologies and their societal relevance will be on display –
with virtual reality and fiction, with physiological and media perception, with alternative historical
historiography and future scenarios and with the conditions of life in a globalized and neoliberal world
order.
At 10 pm the Australian experimental pop musician Phia will ring in the opening party with enchanting
kalimba sounds, a loop machine and her delicate voice. Following the concert DJ Pophop of the
3000Grad collective will tempt listeners onto the dance floor with his acoustic anecdotes.
The opening weekend features a multifaceted program of panels, exhibition tours, workshops,
performances and evening concerts and DJ sets.
The .move ON Conference will begin at 11 am on 9 October with a séance involving Marshall
McLuhan. Until 11 October the future and present of audiovisual media will be examined in a series of
lectures and discussions. The complete program can be viewed at: http://moveon.werkleitz.de/moveon-conference.
On Saturday, 10 October at 2 pm in a tour of the exhibition held in English, visitors will have the
opportunity to personally speak with the artistic director, artists and project partners.
At 9 pm Soda_Jerk will present its video lecture performance The Carousel, in the course of
which the Australian artist duo leads spectators through an eclectic matrix of film excerpts, which they
blend together into a multi-channel video essay, in which media theory, mysticism, deconstruction,
kung-fu, classic science fiction, zombie films and techno horror are articulately connected.
At 10 pm Stephen Paul Taylor will cause legs to shake and hearts to melt with his two keyboards and a
whole lot of glitter. Afterwards the Australian DJ Deepchild will charm the audience with the finest
electronic tunes.
On Sunday at 1 pm an artist discussion with Robyn Moody will be held at the Klausbrücke (Klaus
Bridge), where the Canadian artist has installed his work Nostalgia for a Myth – a combination of
water wheel and musical instrument. The group will meet at Café Nöö, Klausstraße 11.
After the talk, at 2 pm Prof. Michaela Schweiger (Burg Halle) and Prof. Ute Hörner and Prof. Mathias
Antlfinger (Academy of Media Arts Cologne – KHM) will conduct a tour of the exhibition curated by
them. To commemorate the 100th anniversary of the Burg and the 25th anniversary of the KHM they
created the collaborative exhibition project entitled I know you know – an audiovisual Dialogue
together with current and former students of both institutions.

The opening weekend concludes on Sunday evening with a lecture performance by Daniel Cockburn,
which will take place at 6:15 pm at LISA. In his performative lecture the Canadian artist tells the story of
a child who discovers that it can turn any film into a horror film simply by watching it.
On Monday, 12 October, Christoph Wachter and Mathias Jud will open their three-day workshop. By
questioning revealing classifications (enemy-enemy, criminal-victim, citizen-refugee, legal-illegal, etc.),
they offer an alternative view of the workings of the asylum system. The workshop is intended for
different actors from the fields of politics and art, for beginners and anyone else interested in the
subject. Registration and further information about the workshop: http://moveon.werkleitz.de
The complete program and detailed information on all events can be found at:
http://moveon.werkleitz.de/move-on-programm.
At 12 pm on 9 October we invite you to a preview of the exhibition in the presence of participating
artists, followed by a media discussion. A small snack will be served. The event will begin at the
information counter in the festival center right next to LISA at Leipziger Straße 61–62.
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You will find further information on the festival and downloadable media images at the .move ON
festival website: moveon.werkleitz.de.
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.move ON is sponsored by the Culture Programme 2013 of the European Commission, Mitteldeutsche
Medienförderung (MDM), Lotto Sachsen-Anhalt, the Goethe Institute and the state of Sachsen-Anhalt,
among other organizations.

